prismatic series | integrating vision and reality

Eclipse 45PY-G70  Frost 48NP-G70  Magma 4MKT-G70  Blush 4ERP-G70

Harvest Moon 4RXT-G70  Dusk 4RXP-G70  Salmon 4SVP-G70  Dragonfly 4SBP-G70

Junebug 4SGP-G70  Marsh 4SNP-G70  Mesa 4SCP-G70  Lagoon 4SJP-G70

ALPOLIC® Prismatic finishes were developed by combining our highly advanced FEVE technology with specialized pigments in layers to create extremely unique colors and effects. The resulting finishes stand out beautifully and bring three-dimensional depth to your two-dimensional surface. With ALPOLIC® Prismatic clear coats, ALPOLIC® and Valspar color stylists can create dramatic custom color effects that will make your image shine and keep it always fresh to the eye.
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ALPOLIC® Prismatic finishes can make a dazzling creative statement with your corporate colors, or dramatic contrast in your architecture. From subtle nuances of tone to brilliant saturations of bold pure color, ALPOLIC® Prismatic’s beautifully iridescent surface changes hues with the path of the sun and with your angle of view. At night, with proper lighting, it stands colorfully bright and bold. These great finishes are yet another example of how ALPOLIC® continues to push the envelope with innovative, state of the art cladding materials that are unequalled in aesthetic appeal and performance value.

**HOW TO BUILD A PRISMATIC COLOR**

```
   White Primed Aluminum
     +
     Solid Basecoat
     +
     Prismatic Clear Coat
= ALPOLIC® Prismatic Color
```